Merritt Hawkins

Permanent Physician and Allied Health Staffing

Merritt Hawkins, a HASC Endorsed Business Partner, is one of the largest permanent physician search firms in the United States, and is a company of AMN Healthcare (NYSE: AMN). Celebrating over 30 years of service in the health care industry, Merritt Hawkins is acknowledged as a leading industry source of permanent physician and advanced practitioner recruiting expertise.

Benefits for You

• Conducts more than 3,000 permanent search assignments per year utilizing a sophisticated, 44-step recruitment process
• Publishes multiple recurring surveys and numerous white papers covering topics related to physician staffing, physician compensation, and related topics—with accompanying education events
• Conducts one of the most comprehensive and strategic on-site opportunity evaluations in the industry

To learn more about Merritt Hawkins visit: merritthawkins.com

Contact

Darryl Sanford
Director, Member Relations & Association Services
Hospital Association of Southern California (HASC)
dsanford@hasc.org or (213) 538-0772
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